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Genesis 44: Joseph Story 

Study: The Joseph Story 
Text: Genesis 44: Joseph Tests the Brothers (44:1–34)1 
 
I. Joseph Deceives His Brothers (44:1–13) 
 

A. The Steward Plants the Silver Cup (44:1–3) 
 
1.  Acc. to v. 1, what two things is the steward commanded to place in every 
brother’s sack? 
 
 
 
2. Joseph singles out one brother, into whose sack a third item was to be placed (v. 2). 
Who is it, and what item is it? 
 
 
 
3. What do you think the purpose of Joseph is in this bit of deception? What is he 
trying to find out?2 
 

 
 
 
B. The Steward Overtakes the Brothers (44:4–6) 
 

1. How far do the brothers get before being confronted by the steward (v. 4)? 
 
 
2. What is it that Joseph tells the steward to charge them with in v. 4? 
 
 
 
3. Interestingly, the word this is used twice in v. 5. Normally pronouns like this have 
a clear referent (the thing a pronoun refers to), but it may be that the brothers are not 

                                              
1 The outline of the passage we are following basically follows the outline provided in K. A. Mathews, Genesis 
11:27–50:26, vol. 1B, The New American Commentary (Nashville: Broadman & Holman Publishers, 2005), 
82. 
2 Mathews (792) suggests that “the test is designed to expose without ambiguity the genuine attitude of the ten 
brothers toward their youngest, Benjamin.” In other words, would the ten return to Canaan themselves and 
willingly leave Benjamin to suffer, as they had done to Joseph? Or would they try to rescue him and even 
sacrifice themselves for him? Would they love their brother and father, or would they continue in self-love and 
self-preservation? 
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entirely clear what the steward is referring to. Nevertheless, he does describe the 
missing item with enough clarity to make it troubling to the brothers. What does the 
Egyptian master apparently use this item for? Why would this not bode well for the 
Hebrews? 
 
 
 
4. Look at 44:4 and 6. Which verb is used in both verses to describe the steward’s 
action? 
 

a. As we have noticed a number of times already, Moses engages in skillful use of 
words that often evoke other stories in Genesis or the Torah. It turns out that the 
verb overtake occurs in another story (Genesis 31:17ff.), when Jacob is overtaken 
by Laban after he secretly departs for Canaan. There are number of other 
thematic and linguistic connections between these stories: 
 
b. Compare 31:19-20 and 44:2. In both accounts there are accusations of theft. 
Are they legitimate charges? Why or why not? 
 
 
c. Compare 31:32 and 41:9. What is similar between the accounts? Are the ones 
making such confident assertions aware that someone in their party has the 
missing item? 
 
 
d. Look at 31:39. Where else in the Joseph story have you seen the description of 
someone/something “torn” (presumably by a wild beast)?3 Where else has 
someone been described as “stolen”?4 

 
 
 
C. The Brothers Assert Their Innocence (44:7–10) 

 
1. The brothers are puzzled by the accusation. After questioning why the steward 
would say such a thing, what kind of strongly-worded denial do they issue (v. 7)? 
 
 
2. What reasoning do they use in v. 8 to try to convince the steward the charge is 
ridiculous? Does their line of reasoning seem convincing to you? 

                                              
3 See Gen 37:33. 
4 See Gen 40:15; 44:8. 
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3. What two rash consequences do they invoke upon themselves, should the missing 
item be found among them (v. 9)? What does this tell you about their certainty that 
they are not guilty as charged? 
 
 
 
4. How does the steward modify the consequences in v. 10? 
 
 

 
D. The Steward Discovers the Cup in Benjamin’s Bag (44:11–13) 

 
1. As the brothers subject themselves to the search, in what order does the steward 
conduct the search?  Go back to 43:33-34: the last time this ordering is evident, how 
does it go for the youngest? How about here? 
 
 
 
2. What three things do the brothers do upon seeing the silver cup among 
Benjamin’s things (v. 13)? 
 
 
 
 

a. One thing that they can possibly do is to let Benjamin be bound as a servant 
while they go free. Do you think Joseph suspects they might do this? Why or 
why not? 
 
 
b. How does what they actually do here begin to telegraph that the brothers have 
begun to change? 
 
 

 
II. Judah Pleads for Mercy (44:14–34) 

 
Beginning in v. 14 and going through the end of the chapter, which brother takes center 
stage? (We might have expected the narrative to focus on Benjamin here, but it doesn’t!) 
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A. Judah Confesses Their Sin against God (44:14–16) 

 
1. Where do the brothers go upon returning to the city (v. 14)? What do they 
immediately do upon seeing Joseph? (Note: this is not the first time they’ve done this 
since the dreams of Genesis 37.) 
 
 
 
2. What does Joseph say about himself to evoke fear among the brothers (v. 15)?  
 
 
 
3. In addition admitting that they are speechless before the Egyptian master, Judah 
proclaims that God has uncovered what (v. 16a)? 
 
 

a. What is the “guilt” to which Judah refers? Do you think it is the matter of the 
stolen cup, or something else? 
 
 
b. Do you think Joseph understands what the guilt is to which Judah is referring? 
Why? How do you think Joseph feels about hearing this kind of 
acknowledgement from Judah? 

 
 
 
4. Instead of departing to Canaan, what does Judah propose should happen to all the 
brothers (v. 16b)?  
 
 

 
B. Judah Accepts His Punishment (44:17–34) 
 

1. Joseph Announces the Punishment (44:17) 
 

a. In response to Judah’s insistence that he make all of them servants, Joseph 
responds by saying the servant shall be who? 
 
b. In a bit of poignant irony, what sort of wish or blessing does he pronounce 
upon the rest of the brothers as they are to go back to their father? 
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(1) Is their return to their father without Benjamin going to result in “peace”? 
 
(2) Recall that the Hebrew word for peace, shalom, was used in 37:4 to 
describe how the brothers could not speak to him for shalom (peacefully), and 
in 37:14 when Jacob sends Joseph to inquire of the shalom (welfare) of the 
brothers and the flock. Now he sends them back to Jacob in shalom! 

 
2. Judah Pleads for Jacob (44:18–32) 
 

a. Joseph’s response from v. 17 seems to strike a note of finality (much as Jacob’s 
response in 42:38).  
 

(1) And yet, one of the brothers steps up to parley with the Egyptian master 
(v. 18). Who is it? 
 
 
(2) What is it about Judah’s language in v. 18 that indicates that he is about to 
do something risky? 

 
 
 
b. Much of the rest of vv. 19-32 are a summary of prior discussions between 
Joseph and the brothers, and between the brothers and Jacob. Yet, there are a few 
details that reveal Judah’s apparently renewed disposition toward the father Jacob 
and the family through these events (in contrast to his selfish disposition in 
Genesis 37–38). 
 

(1) What does Judah say in v. 20 about Benjamin in relation to Jacob that 
highlights he understands how much Benjamin means to him? 
 
 
(2) What does Judah say that they told Joseph could happen to Jacob if 
Benjamin has to leave him and go down to Egypt (v. 22)? 
 
 
(3) Acc. to vv. 27-29, how does Judah communicate Jacob’s feelings about 
Joseph and Benjamin? What would happen to Jacob should harm befall the 
youngest boy? 
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(4) In v. 30, how does Judah describe Jacob’s “life”? What would happen to 
that life if Benjamin is not with them when they return (v. 31)?   
 
 
(5) Who does Judah suggest will be responsible for Jacob’s death (look 
carefully at the language of v. 31)? 

 
 
c. In v. 32, Judah reveals something that is probably utterly shocking to Joseph (as 
this would be the first he’s hearing of it). What does Judah share that he has 
become for Benjamin? What penalty would failure to bring Benjamin back mean 
for Judah? 
 
 
 

 
3. Judah Offers Himself for Benjamin (44:33–34) 
 

a. In another shocking statement, what does Judah offer to do on behalf of 
Benjamin and all the other brothers (v. 33)? 
 
b. What rationale does Judah provide for this offer (v. 34)?  
 
 
c. What does this tell you about Judah? How is this version of Judah different 
from the Judah in Genesis 37–38?  

 
 

C. Discussion questions: 
 

1. What do you learn about humanity from this passage? 
 
2. What do you learn about God from this passage? 


